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SCENIC RIM, SOUTH EAST QUEENSLAND

Farm2Plate Exchange is where farmers, food and drink producers, chefs, tourism and hospitality businesses
meet to exchange knowledge, debate big ideas and network through an immersive learning experience.
Regionality, in partnership with Scenic Rim Regional Council, invites
you to the 2021 Farm2Plate Exchange where farmers, food and drink
producers, chefs, tourism and hospitality businesses meet.
As our host destination, the Scenic Rim is a showcase of farm to plate
innovation and resilience. This remarkable region continues to develop
as a high value food and agritourism region, while recovering from the
impact of drought, bushfire and floods.

The appeal of Farm2Plate Exchange is in the curated program and
depth of content. The 2021 event presents opportunities to delve
deeper than most conferences. As its name suggests, the program
curated by Regionality Managing Director Rose Wright, is an ideas
exchange with case studies and Q & A. Participants are encouraged
to network and share conversations against an inspirational backdrop
of exciting panels, presentations and specialist keynote speakers.
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PROGRAM
DAY ONE: Tuesday 18 May | The Centre Beaudesert

Farm to Plate Renewal

As so many communities experience the devastating impacts of a changing climate, how do we change?
RENEWING THE FAMILY FARM | Keynote Speakers: Bruce Pascoe and Charles Massy
How do we change our practices to shift from being the problem to becoming the solution?
FARMERS DOING IT DIFFERENTLY: Farm Renewal Case Studies
CHANGING THE SYSTEM THROUGH COLLABORATION: Panel Discussion
THE FUTURE OF FARMING | Keynote Speaker: Kate McBride
Intergenerational equity. Attracting young people to farming and keeping young people on our farms
WELCOME NIGHT EVENT: On farm experience. Hosted by Tommerup’s Dairy Farm

DAY TWO: Wednesday 19 May | The Centre Beaudesert

Consumer Renewal

AGRITOURISM | Keynote Speaker: Joel Salatin | Connection With The Conscious Consumer.
Joel Salatin in a livestream conversation with two Australian farmers who have adopted the Polyface Farm business model and are reaping the
benefits, including teachings from Joel Salatin and learnings from Australian farmers.
THE BIG PICTURE: National And Global Perspective On Agriculture, Food And Tourism
THE ART OF ARTISAN | Panel Discussion with Barbara Sweeney, Christine Manfield, Brenda Fawdon
How to tell a story that is compelling and authentic around food and farming.

POST PANDEMIC | Keynote Speakers: Professor David Hughes and Rose Wright
In a live stream conversation Professor David Hughes and Rose Wright look at how the pandemic changed consuming preferencing from a domestic
perspective. We talk about how we make local, seasonal and provenance a way of life for all Australian consumers.
BEYOND CHEFS | Keynote Speaker: Chef turned regenerative farmer Matthew Evans | Clever chefs are reinventing themselves through
focusing on more than food and creating farm to plate connections and beyond. Chefs not only know their farmers they are becoming the bakers,
brewers, butchers and farmers themselves. We talk about this change in focus and how we work with them.
FINAL NIGHT EVENT: Showcasing the finest of regional food at Kooroomba Vineyard and Lavender Farm.

SPECIAL OFFER
Normally $795 per person (early bird, up to 31 March) or $1095 (after 31 March)

Scenic Rim Regional Council is offering to subsidise attendance of local producers by $500 per
participant, reducing the cost to just $295* pp (early bird) or $595* pp (after 31 March).
This offer is strictly limited and you must apply to Council first and receive advice that you have been successful in securing
a subsidised place. Successful applicants will be advised as soon as possible. Applications close 15 March.
To apply, please email prosperity@scenicrim.qld.gov.au with the following details:
•
•
•

Name of business and contact details
Future aspirations for your business
How you hope attending Farm2Plate will assist your growth

* NB Limit of one subsidised representatiave per business. Excludes travel and accommodation.

For Masterclasses, more information and tickets visit:
www.regionality.com.au/farm-2-plate-ex-2021
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